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Application of VLLW management Principles
to the CEA research centers

Ph. GUETAT - CEA (France)

/ - Introduction

This document describes the content of a CEA policy relating to very low level waste
management elaborated in application of the waste management principles defined in France.

I.I - Scope

The policy deals with very low level waste, subject to recyling, incineration or landfill
disposal. It does not deal with reuse.

The following principles are applicable to waste streams produced by CEA nuclear
installations either during operating or dismantling activities.

The policy deals only with very low level wastes (VLLW) ( order of magnitude :<100 Bq/g
for high energy emitters). It does not deal with low, intermediate or high level waste, which are either
recycled or incinerated in nuclear industry or disposed of in the Aube surface disposal (CSA) or kept in
intermediate storage, before geological disposal or any alternative final solution.

1.2 - Objectives

Nuclear waste management is based on 3 complementary fundamental actions :

- waste zoning of site and installations, which identifies and separates areas where nuclear or
conventional waste are produced.

- establishment of waste pathways (from the CEA site to final disposal). A waste pathway
includes all technical and administrative operations from the nuclear site to the final disposal, and the
associated quality assurance system

- establishment of internal specific procedures which specify the applicable rules for the
management of waste from the production inside the installation to the release from the site.

1.3 - Was te definitions

According to article n°l of the law n°75 633 (July 1975) dealing with waste management:

A waste is any refuse from a production, transformation or use process, any substance,
material, products or more generally any goods, subject or intended to be subject of renunciation.

A waste is "ultimate" when it is no longer possible to treat it, in the economical and technical
conditions of the moment, to reduce its harmfullness and/or gain its valuable part.

As a consequence of waste zoning :

Conventional waste is waste produced by non-nuclear installations or in the non-
contaminating areas of nuclear installations.

Nuclear waste is waste produced in the contaminating areas of nuclear installations.
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2 - Waste zoning

2.1 Waste zoning of a site

A Site is divided into two kinds of installations : nuclear and non nuclear installations.

Non-Nuclear Installations are installations where radioactive substances or particle
emissions have never been used, or installations where such operations existed, does not exist
anymore, which do not contain any radioactive substances, and that have been decommissioned or are
intended to be decommissioned.

These installations generate only conventional industrial wastes.

Nuclear installations are installations where radioactive substances or particles emissions are
used without any consideration about the level of activities or energy of particules.

2.2 - Waste zoning of a nuclear installation

Waste zoning of a nuclear installation is performed following an analytical methodology
which takes into account the installation conception, its operating rules and its history. Measurements
are performed to validate it.

Nuclear installations are partitioned into contaminating areas, which produce nuclear waste
and non-contaminating areas which only produce conventional industrial waste.

A non-contaminating area is an area which does not contain, following the above
mentionned analysis, any contaminating radioactive substance (in Bq/g or Bq/cm2).

A contaminating area is an area which contains, following the above mentionned analysis,
contaminating radioactive substances.

The "contaminating" feature of a radioactive substance present in the area depends on its
confinement (transport castle, container, envelope, dynamic confinement, sealed source, embedded
material, fixed contamination...) and on the fact that operations performed in the area may or may not
bring this substance out of the area.

The substances are contaminating when the analysis show that they can contaminate wastes
leaving the area.

To assure that the situation remains stable and to check the efficiency of decontamination
operations, measurement levels of contaminating substances (in Bq/g or Bq/cm2) will not be higher
than one tenth of the values presented in table A, column 3 of the EU Directive 96/29/Euratom
(13/05/1996), annexe n°l, and one hundredth for tritium.

To guarantee the respect of limits derived from the EU Directive, measurement protocols and
operational levels based on nature and representativity of measurements, and current knowledge, are
defined in a CEA recommendation.

An operating nuclear installation can have no contaminating area, and can produce only
conventional industrial wastes. This will be the case for installations where only sealed sources are
used.
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2.3 - Operational and reference waste zoning.

The reference waste zoning is established considering normal operating performed in the area.

This reference waste zoning can be modified for a temporary particular maintenance or
decontamination operation (after incident for example), when the analysis shows that it may lead to a
release of radioactive materials.

The operational waste zoning includes the reference waste zoning and the list of temporary
contaminating areas.

Before dismantling a non-contaminating area containing fixed activities at a higher level than
those previously indicated, a contaminating area must be defined within the operational zoning.

2.4 - Waste zoning management

The reference zoning is established by each installation manager. It must be approved by the
site director.

The operational zoning is defined and updated by the installation manager. Rules to be applied
are defined in a site procedure, which stipulates that the Site Direction is immediately informed of any
modification.

As a consequence of the precaution principle, any area is considered to be a contaminating
area until an analysis is performed and formalized to prove the contrary.

A non-contaminating area will be reclassified, wholly or partly, as a contaminating area as
soon as one of the analysis criteria changes, and will remain so until action, to return to the reference
situation, is achieved.

The installation manager may reclassify a non-contaminating area as a contaminating area
within the operational zoning to perform intended operations or modifications. The conditions to return
to the reference situation must then be specified before operating begins.

The end of such a temporary classification is pronounced by the installation manager in the
frame of a procedure. This procedure is submitted for approval to the site director, and includes the
demonstration that criteria are met again.

Definitive modifications of the reference zoning are submitted for approval to the site director.
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3 - Wastes pathways

3.1 -Definitions
A waste pathway is a set of technical and administrative operations and control, traceability

and quality assurance dispositions leading to recycling, incineration or landfill disposal of well-
characterized wastes.

A conventional wastes pathway is a pathway for management of conventional wastes.
A nuclear waste or VLLW pathway is a pathway for management of nuclear wastes.

3.2- Requirements

A VLLW pathway requires :

- specifications of acceptance criteria for the pathway,
- a description of each technical and administrative step (decontamination, processing,

conditionning, intermediate storage, transport, controls, final disposal or use, for waste and products of
the processes).

- a definition of the possible constraints for the use of the products, in the case of recycling,
- dispositions of quality assurance at the different steps (Controls, traceability of wastes and

recycled products).
- an impact assessment taking into account:

- the final use of recycled products,
- the final disposal of ultimate wastes,
- the processing and treatments of the intermediate steps of the pathway.

When the pathway is not exclusively CEA, the contract with other involved industrial
organisations will specify :

- processing used,
- quality assurance requirements,
- conditions of control by CEA.

When the radioactivity level is low (i.e; of the order of some Bq/g for high energy emitters), a
VLLW pathway can involve installations and processing of conventional waste pathways, but all the
conditions mentioned previously are required and are part of the pathway. For this reason, a VLLW
pathway cannot be assimilated to a conventional wastes pathway.

3.3 - Management.

VLLW pathways are defined by the Waste Management Direction of CEA, when they
concern CEA as a whole, or by the Site Direction for local pathways, in agreement with the Waste
Management Direction.

They are approved, before implementation, by the Nuclear Safety-Quality Direction, which
verify that the different factories involved satisfy regulatory requirements of the authorities.

The approval process concerns the whole pathway, including all technical and organizational
aspects. The releases of wastes, in an approved pathway, are then on the site director's responsibility.


